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Cabaret

Tickets 18 Euro VVK 22 Euro AK

Andreas Weber: Femannism
Tickets are available at local advance sales (Touristinfo, Theatre Office and BBV Bocholt) and online at
www.tixforgigs.com/de-DE/Event/45169.

Andreas Weber manages in an impressive way to bring the socially highly relevant topic of feminism
onto the stage in a first-rate and humorous way.
Let's dare a thought experiment! First the men, attention, stay loose: What would happen - just suppose
- if the women were right? Hypothetically. And now the women, because it's about you in the second
place, just like in real life: What if real men could be feminists? Rarely do female and male silences
merge as intimately as after such questions.

Andreas Weber now enters this pause. Where others are still struggling for answers, the everyday expert
already comes up trumps with explanations. Sorrowfully acquired, of course. After all, you don't
develop feelings without needing to, and no one absorbs the rare art of listening with their mother's
milk. Instead, Andreas Weber has fought his way through life and tweeted his way through media
communication in particular. As a father of divorce, insights did not come to him through education
alone, which he now passes on to us in deliciously distilled form.

Let me just say in advance that a passionate, very individual, irresistibly masculine feminism breaks
through here - dear women, take a deep breath and enjoy the goosebumps. Dear men, listen up,
learning from Andreas Weber means learning to win!

FACTS
- socially highly relevant topic
- on stage since 2013
- one of the funniest and most popular comedians of the new generation
- Winner of Stuttgart Comedy Clash, Mannheim Comedy Cup, Trier Comedy Slam
- TV appearances including tv total, RTL Comedy Grand Prix, Quatsch Comedy

Andreas Weber:emannism
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Event Details

Date:

20. October 2023

Time:

 from clock

Venue
 Kulturort Alte Molkerei

Werther Straße 16
46395 Bocholt

Organizer:
 Freier Kulturort Alte Molkerei e.V.

Werther Straße 16
46395 Bocholt
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